THE NEW POWERSERIES SECURITY SYSTEM CONTROL PANELS

The brain that powers your security system is the control panel. Already a world leader for decades, POWERSERIES control panels were recently reinvented for a changing security landscape and the conveniences of home automation.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
More than 100 added features to protect families, business people & property.

BETTER SECURITY
Systems comply with worldwide false alarm prevention standards, ensuring emergency services will respond when you need them, protecting you from municipal charges where applicable.

ADVANCED SECURITY
Systems support wireless, video, internet, home automation, and lots of new & customizable operating features for all your security needs & preferences. Video look-in helps you check on children, nannies, the elderly or your business, from work stations or PDAs. Plus they are designed for simple add-ons of very innovative future capabilities.

RELIABLE & EASY TO USE
DSC has been renowned worldwide for decades for producing security technologies that are highly reliable and easy to use.

TROUBLE-FREE
Designed for simple and quick installation and upgrading.
QUALITY OF LIFE & BETTER SECURITY
Imagine a security system that protects people, possessions, harmonizes with your décor, sends visuals when children return from school, distinguishes pets from intruders, monitors heating, improves your business, provides advanced security, convenience, comfort and control. That’s POWERSERIES from DSC.

POWERSERIES KEYPADS & OTHER INTERFACES

VALUE
Innovative DSC keypads and other interfaces are stylish, intelligent, convenient, with all the latest operating features at a sensible price. They comply with worldwide false alarm prevention standards, protecting you from municipal charges where applicable.

EASY TO UNDERSTAND & USE
Renowned for simplicity, our keypad buttons are big, backlit and arranged in a smart ergonomic layout for quick action in emergencies. Universal icons are available for keymat and display. Message programming can appear in 8 languages.

ADVANCED & RELIABLE
The installer’s choice for decades, our systems provide rock solid reliability, innovative customizing features, multiple chimes, stay, away, panic and night time options, compatibility with advanced video, internet, wireless, home automation systems and more. False alarm prevention features help ensure emergency services will respond when you need them.

ATTRACTION & UNOBTRUSIVE
New PK keypads feature modern contoured styling, backlit buttons and high-gloss back painting for a rich 3D sensation. They’re small and slim at about 13/16” x 4-1/2” x 6” or 20 mm. x 113mm. x 154 mm.
Our exquisitely designed touchscreen provides the ultimate in luxury, convenience and elegance. Its screen can be custom designed for special architectural effects.

QUICK & EASY INSTALLATION
All our keypads and other user interfaces are designed for quick installation and easy add-ons of very innovative future capabilities; some of which are not even invented yet.

LOTS OF SECURITY INTERFACES TO CHOOSE FROM
• Eight wired or wireless PK keypads including LCD with messages, ICON Fixed message, 8 and 16 zone LEDs
• Our Stunning touchscreen for special installations
• Our 5511 series for economy installations or as a second keypad
• Electronic keys with 1, 2, 4 or 5 buttons for arming & disarming security systems, panic situations, operating garage doors, home automation, entertainment etc.
• Sophisticated system components like security ID card readers